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Foresthill resident Randall

Peeters has chronicled his life
in a just-published 'adventure
autobiography' titled "lour-
neys to the Edge," that
includes an account of his
ascent of Mount Everest.

The book takes the reader
from Peeters' humble begin-
nings to a distinguished career
in rocket science, along with
his stories of adventure in a
number of extreme sports.

On the physical endurance
side of his life, Peeters has
achieved rvorld-class feats that
include climbing the "Seven
Summits" an extreme
sports bucket list of highest
elevations on all seven conti-
nents.

He also was the eighth per-
son to complete the Adventure
Grand Slam, which also
includes reaching both the
north and south poles.

Today, he is invited to speak
to CEOs and other corporate
executives around the world
on his no-nonsense approach
to getting the most out of life.

San Diego's Sastrugi Press
published "lourneys to the
Edge" this fall and information
on availability is at sastrugi
press.com.

On the personal level, the
69-year-old semi-retiree has
lived in Foresthill for 14 years
with his wife of 49 years, Doris.
As well as climbing mountains
and trekking in extreme condi-
tions, Peeters enjoys both surf-
ing and snow skiing.

The Journal sat down with
Peeters for questions on his
book and his life. Here are
excerpts:

What's your philosophy in
writing "Journeys to the
Edge?" We learned it's the
result of diligent journal writ-
ing and took nine years to com-
plete.- -*-.- -
'Peeters: You really need to

"Journeys to the Edge" is a
new book by Randall
Peeters, an ex-corporate
executive, inspirational
speakel adventure athlete
and Foresthill resident

have a plan. If you don't, it's a
little like Alice in Wonderland:
"Where do I go from here?
Well, it really doesn't matter.
You get somewhere if you walk
long enough."

It's amazing how CEOs and
key executives often don't
think about having that plan
in their lives. They get
wrapped up in the trappings of
making money. Pretty soon,
'blink,' their kids are gone and,
'blink,' their grandkids are
gone. And then they're done.

What was your plan and
have you stuck with it?

Peeters: I pretty much have.
My biggest statement is
"\.Mhen it's over, no regrets." I
put together a plan much like
a company vision but it's a
much-more informal vision.
'What I want people to know is
that I really love life, myfamily
and I want to build really great
memories with my family.

And the way I'm doing that
is having as my first priority, a
solid spiritual life. The second
priority is being the best possi-
ble husband, father and
grandfather I can be. My third
priority is to stay healthy and

Foresthill's Randall Peeters reaches a traverse on Mont
Blanc, France during a recent climb. He's also just completed
a book now out in print.

You only get so many steps
in life and in the end, you may
not end up where you want.

Part of this book is about the
adventures you've encoun-
tered, including Mt. Everest.

Peeters: I'm the eighth per-
son to climb the highest point
on each continent and reach
the North and South Poles.
Not only that, most of my
climbs were not client based. I
climbed Mt. Everest with one
other guy. And he died. That
was in 2002.

How did you come to live in
Foresthill?

Peeters: I was a vice presi-
dent for engineering at Gen-
corp Aerojet. I had 1,050
employees and got pushed out
in 2000 after the CEO who was
my mentor retired.We looked
up the 50 corridor and up the
B0 corridor and Nevada and I
really like Foresthill. We found
a lot, hired a builder and built
a house.

remain engaged. My fourth
priority is to achieve all these
crazy sports things that I do.
Fifth priority is to continue in
my career, which is a retire-
ment career at this point. In
fact I've been thinking about
substitute teaching. That's the
way I'm kind of trying to run
mylife.

How structured is this plan
and this vision?

Peeters: It's pretty structured
but it also has to be flexible.
Life throws you curveballs. It's
not like a company vision
where you're going to be held
accountable for the return on
assets and all the things you
sign up for.

This is more gut-level,
touchy feely kind of stuff. I just
did two seminars in Colorado
Springs and I'm doing two
next week. It's really about
making decisions in life that
will take yeu to the desired
end result.
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